VARIOUS EXTERNAL CORNERS.
Various Internal Corners.

135° Internal Corner

1/3 Bond Utility Internal Corner

1/2 Bond Modular Internal Corner

1/2 Bond Utility Internal Corner

Various Soldier Corners.

90° Soldier Corner

90° Modular Economy Soldier Corner

Any Angle Can Be Made

90° Soldier Corner

135° External Soldier Corner
SHELF ANGLE STRETCHERS AND SOLDIERS.

Utility Rabbeted Lip Stretcher

Rabbeted Lip Stretcher

Modeler Rabbeted Lip Stretcher

135° External Rabbeted Lip Corner

COPING CAPS.

LIP DIMENSIONS CAN VARY

Coping

Closure

8" Coping Cap
Special Stretchers.

- Sloped Quad
- Accent
- Bitted
- L-Shaped
- Hinge
- Projected Stretcher
- Step

Special Rowlock.

- Core Rowlock
- 2 Course High Rowlock
- New Rowlock
Shown above are Antique Colonial Stock Shapes. Please inquire.